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Since appearing in the TIMES magazine in 2013 on the subject of finding eligible
gentleman for female clients, I have been somewhat controversial on the subject, and
continue to be so. I am an advocate of the traditional matchmaking methods of a by-gone
era, which basically means, the service is focused on matching people specifically for a life
long relationship or marriage, not dating, single events or for people who have no
relationship objection, but for people who can easily find dates, but not always the one's on
the same romantic path at the same time, and that is KEY when women are ready to find a
life partner...

The reason the majority of dating fails to end in a life long relationship or marriage, is
simple; the two people involved 99% of the time are not at the same stage romantically,
meaning anything from, revenge dating if recently out of a relationship, dating based on lust
or physical attraction only, happens all the time, to both sexes at some point in their dating
life, date for fun, casual sex, multiple date people. The internet and dating apps are
renowned for this.
 
The majority of introduction agencies or dating agencies as you wish to call them, even the
most elite or exclusive ones operate by filling a data-base, better known as an in-house data-
base of singles to circulate profiles to their members, which on the face of it, is absolutely
fine, however, if you are female and perhaps ready to find the one, that person, who, like
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you, has had enough of the emotional roller coaster of date after date, where neither party is
on the same page let alone same book...then you need to understand how you may be
matched when joining a dating agency.

The biggest challenge for "all" introduction agencies, dating services or matchmaking
services is finding "single eligible gentleman" for their single successful professional
female members or clients. This has nothing to do with the expertise of the service, but
simply down to how different men are hard wired. And I'm afraid the politically correct 21st
century will not change that, as these are hard wired unconscious traits as fundamentally
part of us like the color of our eyes.

FACT: Men are not so proactive as women looking for a committed relationship
FACT: Men do not have the same time frame urgency as women when it comes to 
starting a family
FACT: Men can at 55-60 decide to start a family, but a woman cannot, and she will 
not be chosen by men of a similar age.
FACT: Men have no need to be in a relationship until HE is really ready as there are 
so many dating opportunities/apps where he can meet, date and have casual liaisons 
for as long as he chooses without restraints.
FACT: Men do not rush to join introduction agencies, as generally men find it a lot 
less of a challenge meeting women who actually want a committed relationship than 
women do finding men seeking a committed relationship.
FACT: Majority of introduction agencies are aware of these challenges, where there is 
usually a split of 60-70% female members to 30-40% male members.

Out of those 30-40% male members a lot will have been recruited by offering them FREE
or complimentary services to meet the agencies female clients, so what is wrong with that?
Firstly; if a female is paying an agency to meet a man who is truly ready for commitment,
who is actively looking for a life partner or marriage, it will be irrelevant how many dates
the agency puts in front of the paying member. Females do not need to meet men who are
predominantly there because it's free, or there, because he's been offered the same free
services with numerous agencies to enable him to multiple date.

When giving complimentary services or memberships, the lure for the men is they can meet
females who have been met and vetted. However, and this does NOT mean these men are
looking for a relationship. It is a myth that ALL those who join a dating agency or single
events service are all looking for commitment, they are not. It is down mostly to the
introduction agency to ensure those they accept or match their clients with, both parties seek
the same end goal.

Most men recruited through ads with NO relationship specifics included, merely men
required to meet the agency's females, will NOT have any set relationship goal, not too
dissimilar to online dating. The dating industry has a lot of bad press, and I don't think this
method used by some agencies really helps. If you join an agency and you are paying a
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substantial fee to find a life partner or marriage and you are unaware the men you meet have
been recruited through ads to meet the agencies females for free, then that is wrong, if you
are in full knowledge of this, and agree to it, then fine, you have the information to make an
informed decision.

Just remember you cannot recruit a man from a bar into marriage or wanting a committed
relationship, regardless of how many females you lure him to meet. You will just excite him
at the prospect of the candy shop effect. A man has to be ready to walk that path himself, he
has to be actively looking for a committed relationship, and more importantly the female
must be introduced to males who seek the same relationship as her, otherwise it's just
another date she could find herself through any of the usual routes.

All agencies have to advertise to gain the caliber of matches they need to successfully
match their professional clients, male or female. That is not the issue, it's the lack of any
specific relationship requirements for these men to receive free introductions that is the
issue. No specifics are ever included, just the agency requires men for their single female
members, and no female joins an agency to meet men who perhaps are just along for the
free ride with no thought of finding a life partner, but the multiple opportunities of meeting
women handed to them on a plate.

I strongly believe that to match both men and women successfully you have to ensure that
both people are at the same stage romantically, not one seeking marriage and the other not
really sure what they're looking for, this happens all the time, when people of both sexes are
not matched to certain relationship specifics. This is where Rhodes Harvey Introductions is
completely different, all clients partner searches are for them only, NOT the agency, and all
include the clients relationship goal and other specifics personal to them. No client should
ever have to worry or have to ask their introduction what kind of relationship they seek -
this should be done by the agency, after all, this is what they are being paid for, to find like
minded individuals with the same romantic aspirations..

You cannot cajole, recruit men into marriage or committed relationship 


